
CHANGE LOG 1.08 (6-19-19) 

CRITICAL = Required. 
MAJOR = You'll want to read these, but you're probably already playing right. 
MINOR = You're assumptions are correct, but something is still wrong. 

Rule Book 

♦ (MAJOR - New) Gaining Items During an Encounter (PG. 67): We added the following rule: 

"Any time an Adventurer Gains an Item from another Adventurer or as a Reward, they may Immediately re-equip their own Items 
as though they had taken a free Re-Equip Action." 

♦ (MAJOR - New) Important Spell Rules (PG. 51 ): We added the following to this section of the Rule Book so that we could remove 
mention of it in all cases on existing cards while also clearing up some confusion on cards that didn't mention it: 

"Allies may purposely fail Conviction Checks when being targeted by other allies." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) Unique Items (PG. 27 & PG. 55): We added more clarity to the "Important" section. It now says: "If you don't purchase 
a Unique Item and you end up being instructed to draw a Unique Item during a future Encounter, you will not shuffle that Unique Item in 
as one of the possible options as it is still for sale back at the store. Furthermore, if you do not purchase Unique Item, or you decide to sell it, 
this Unique Item is lost and remove from game for the rest of the adventure." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) Sphere of Influence & Line of Sight (PG. 45): We made it clearer that Elevation blocks Line of Sight but not SOI. 

♦ (MINOR -Appended) Espers (PG. 69): We added the following to this section of the Rule Book: 

"An Adventurer may not attempt to summon a LOYAL ESPER that is already on the board." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) Loot (PG. 17): Clarified that Loot tokens are discarded after you activate them. 

♦ (MINOR - Updated) Currents (PG. 22): Currents should move Loot tokens at the end of each round. 

♦ (MINOR -Appended) Adventurer Skill Checks (PG. 66): We added the following to this section of the Rule Book: 

"Some Abilities will modify Skill Checks or Skill Values. Only Abilities with a Passive Condition Tag may modify Skill Checks that 
occur outside of Encounters. In these cases, the Ability must also be used by an Adventurer currently in the Active Party." 

♦ (MINOR -Appended) Al Steps (PG. 58): We made some aesthetic changes and added the following to this section of the Rule Book: 

"Very rarely, an Al Step or Special Rule might instruct an Intelligent Combatant to make an Attack or Cast a Spell against a specific 
target but the target has since been moved out or Range, been Defeated, or is otherwise no longer a legal target. In these cases, the 
Attack or Spell will not be made and any further instructions that would require this Attack or Spell to have been made will also 
not be made." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) Command Combatants (PG. 56): Clarified that Command Combatants cannot equip Items, learn Disciplines, or Gain 
XP. 

♦ MINOR - Updated) Melee/Ranged Icons (PG. 31): We updated the Melee/Ranged Icon rules. They referenced a ranged value. however, no 
Melee Ranged Icon has a range value. In addition, we added clarifications on what you do when you have two weapons equipped with the 
Melee/Ranged Icon. (Example: Two shields.) 

"Items with this Icon are considered to have both the Melee Icon and the Ranged Icon. These Weapons may be equipped with 
either a Melee or a Ranged Weapon and assume the Range and type of whatever they are paired with. If both of your equipped 
Weapons have the Melee/Ranged Icon then both are considered Melee Weapons. Abilities with this Icon are referencing both 
Melee and Ranged, meaning that they can be used with Weapons that have either Icon." 

♦ MIN©R - Clarified) Use Follow Up Abilities (FU) (PG. 43): Clarified that FU Abilities may be used by you, target yourself, or target the 
figure you Attacked. This way, Rules as Written, FU: HEAL doesn't have to target opponents. :p 

♦ MIN©R -Appended) Using Abilities (PG. 48): We made some aesthetic changes, added an example, and added the following to this 
section of the Rule Book: 

"If the Text Condition of an Ability specifies that it may happen during an Action such as "When making an Attack", this Ability may 
be used at any time during that Action and at the moment that is most beneficial to the user of the Ability." 

"When an Ability is intended to be used on any ally including yourself it will say "Any ally". When an Ability is intended to be 
used on any ally except yourself it will say "Another ally". 

"Any Effects Gained by Abilities with Passive Condition Tags are lost if the Ability with the Passive Condition Tag is ever un
equipped." 



♦ (MINOR - Clarified) REACH (PG. 33): Removed the word "Empty" from the text. We never intended that you couldn't attack through allies 
with Reach. However, you would still get the -1 Attack penalty as though it were a ranged Attack. It now reads as follows: 

"Melee Attacks can be made at Range (X). They are still considered Melee Attacks. During an attack, the spaces directly 
orthogonally or diagonally that a figure can Attack through with Reach may be counted for the purposes of Flanking. This Flanking 
benefit only applies to the figure using Reach to count these spaces." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) The Initiative Track, Activation Numbers, and Being Defeated (PG. 38, 54, 67): Clarified in all relevant places that 
when a figure is Defeated you must immediately remove their corresponding Initiative Card from the Initiative Track. This also meant some 
aesthetic changes to Page 38. 

"The Initiative Track pg 38 
As soon as a figure is Defeated they must immediately remove their corresponding Initiative Card from the Initiative Track. When 
this happens, the other Initiative Cards collapse to fill in the empty space. 

Some Combatants with multiple figures may share one or more Initiative Cards. We call these Groups. A Group's corresponding 
Initiative Card is only ever removed from the Initiative Track when the last figure in the Group is Defeated. 

Activation Numbers & Groups pg 54 
A Group's corresponding Initiative Card is only ever removed from the Initiative Track when the last figure in the Group is 
Defeated. 

Being Defeated pg 67 
As soon as a figure is Defeated they must immediately remove their corresponding Initiative Card from the Initiative Track. When 
this happens, the other Initiative Cards collapse to fill in the empty space." 

♦ (MINOR - Clarified) Who Uses Command Cards? (PG. 56): We removed mention of "Command Side". This was an artifact from an old 
design. 

Adventure Book 

♦ (MAJOR - Error) Judas, the Celestial Gigas (PG. 171 ): The Special Rule "Time is of the Essence" is missing some text to make the instructions 
make sense. It should say: 

Are there 4 or 7 Time tokens?: 

♦ (MINOR - Error) Goodbye to Grace (PG. 141 ): The Adventure Book Reward at the end of this Scene instructs the players to "Gain the Small 
Black Ticket Story Relic." It should say "Gain the Medium Black Ticket Story Relic." 

Crawl Book 

♦ (MAJOR - Error) Too Many Sickles (PG. 15): The Special Rule Surprised Cave Sickles should instruct players to setup on the Orange 
Starting Location instead of the non-existent Red Starting Location. 

Small Cards 

♦ (CRITICAL - Updated) Gigas Grip: Gigas Grip caused a plethora of questions. This card has been updated to prevent it from being abused 
while also keeping it thematically the same and still viable. The card now says the following: 

"This Discipline does not work with (Ranged) Weapons, but does work with (Melee/Ranged) weapons. You may equip 2-handed 
(Melee) Weapons as if they were 1-handed but they still count as 2-handed Weapons. When Attacking, choose the Symbols, 
Upgrades, and Combat Dice on 1 of your equipped Weapons." 

♦ (MAJOR - Updated) Perfect, Weapon Upgrade: Due to abuse by Gigas Grip, we've updated the text on the Weapon Upgrade Perfect. It 
now says the following: 

"When making an Attack with this Weapon, depending on the Tier of the Weapon, Gain the following: 
• Mundane: +3 to Attack Rolls. • Common: +2 to Attack Rolls.• Uncommon: +1 to Attack Rolls." 



Abilities 

♦ Can you have an Item with 2 HEAVY tags on it? 

Yes. If you upgrade a H EAVY Item so that it gains a second instance of H EAVY you w ill have two separate in stances of H EAVY. 

♦ Does Reach Increase the range of Break Attacks? 

No. 

♦ If I use REACH to attack through an ally do I still get the -1 penalty as though it were a ranged Attack? 

Yes. 

♦ Can I re-roll a die that I already re-rolled? 

Yes. 

♦ If an Ability says that it can be used on "Another ally" what does that mean exactly? 

W hen an Ability is intended to be used o n any figure including yourself it w ill say "Another ally/fi gure/opponent". 
When an Ability is intended to be used o n any fi gure except yourself it w ill say "Another ally/figure/oppo nent". 

Combatants 

♦ Are Water Loas and Merk Hounds affected by Currents? 

No. 

♦ The Merk Hounds special ability Submerged says that it can only be targeted by adjacent enemies. What does that mean exactly? 

While the M erk Hound is in W ater or Muck, only Adventurers w ho are adjacent to a M erk Hound may draw Line of Sight or SOI to it. 

♦ How does Al determine who to Attack if the target is a Swarm Monster? 

In rare cases a spec ial rule or Ab ility w ill cause an A l to Attack another fellow Al that might be a Swarm Mo nster. Since Swarm M onsters can refl ect 
multiple fi gures using o ne card o n the Initiati ve Track you might need to determine w ho to attack w ithin that Swarm since they are all ti ed o n the 
Initiati ve Track. In these cases they target starting w ith the lowest number available to attack fir st. (I.E. If Al is in structed to Attack a fellow Cave 
Sickle, it w ill Attack Cave Sickle 1 f irst, fo llowed by 2 if Cave Sickle 1 is either dead, not o n the board, or is in fact the fi gure making the Attack.) 

♦ Does the Merk Hound's Ability "Sticky" apply to figures that are on different levels of Elevation? 

no. 

General 

♦ What happens when two End Conditions happen at the same time? 

If you w ant an eas ier experience, take the End Condition of your cho ice. Otherw ise, take the Lose Condition. 

♦ What happens if a Totem/Special Rule/ Ability requires me to spawn or place a figure and their is no legal space available? 

A nytime an a figure spawns and their is no lega l space to place them, place them on the nearest legal space that is also normal terrain . If an 
Adventurer w ere to succumb to this vi a a strange concoction of abilities (Such as having their fli ght being ca nceled w hile they are currently 
occupying a space shared by another fi gure) they mu st place their fi gure o n the nearest lega l space they've already been in this turn . 

♦ What happens if a Totem/Special Rule/ Ability requires me to spawn or place a figure on Dangerous Terrain? 

A nytime an Al, Spec ial Rules, or something controlled by the game and not Adventurers instructs you to spawn a figures on Dangerou s Terrain, 
place them on the nearest legal space that is not Dangerous Terrain . 

♦ What happens if an Item combination I have equipped becomes illegal? 

If for any reason you're equipped w eapons or Items can no longer lega lly be equipped according to the rules, you must immediately un-equip 
Items until your current load-out is legal. 

♦ What happens if I need to draw a Reward or Card and there is no more components left to draw? 

As per o ur component limitations sectio n of the Rule Book, you w ould not draw the Rew ard or Card. Thematica lly it 's an empty chest or the loot 

really didn't drop. 



CHANGE LOG 1.07 (4-28-19) 

CRITICAL = Required. 
MAJOR = You' ll wa nt to read these, but you' re probabl y already playing ri ght. 
MINOR = You're assumptions are correct, but something is still w rong. 

Rule Book 

♦ New - (CRITICAL - Error) The Adventure Sheet Flag "Friendly Baggage": The Story Flag listed on the Adventure Sheet ca ll ed "Friend ly 
Baggage" is mi s-l abeled and should be ca lled "Coffin Buddy" 

♦ Updated - (MINOR) Book wide grammer/spelling fixes: Some glorious backers have submitted dozens of grammer/spelling fi xes. 

♦ Updated - (CRITICAL -Appended) Using Abilities (PG. 48): Thi s ex isting Errata had some grammer errors that were fi xed . 

♦ Updated - (MAJOR -Appended) Nearest & Farthest (PG. 60): Thi s ex isting Errata had some grammer errors that were fi xed . 

♦ Updated - (MAJOR -Appended) Gaining ltems(PG. 60): Thi s ex isting Errata had some grammer errors that were fi xed. 

♦ Updated - (MINOR - Clarified) Flanking & Backstab (PG. 50): We intended the change to mean that you cannot grant a fl anking bonus 
w hil e under the effect of Paralyze or something similar. We've updated the changed bit to : "w ho are not under an effect that would prevent 
them from making an Attack" 

♦ Updated - (MINOR - Clarified) Gaining Items During an Encounter (PG 67): Thi s ex isting Errata repeated informati on. The repeated 
informatio n was removed . 

Crawl Book 

♦ New - (CRITICAL - Error) Hounded by Hounds (PG. 18): The Alternate Win Condition should instruct the players to continue to Separate 
Ways PG. 20 after the Shop & Train phase. 

Large Cards 

♦ New - (CRITICAL - Error) Earth Loa Conduit Card: The Ability "Imposing" that costs 1 SP is w rong. It should be the follow ing:"Taunt: At 
anytime, w hen an opponent makes an Attack or Casts a Spell aga in st another A ll y, so lo ng as you lega lly could be the target of the Attack or 
Spell , you may force it to target you instead." 

♦ New - (MINOR - Error) Enslaved Spirit Esper Card: The Ability "Mourning Remnant" should not have the Cruor Tag li sted after the Ability. 
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